
Front News 

Vic Sotto weds Pauleen Luna 
 

After almost five years of dating, TV-movie stars and noontime show “Eat Bulaga!” cohosts Vic 

Sotto, 61, and Pauleen Luna, 27, finally tie the knot on January 30, 2016 at St. James the Great 

Parish in Alabang, Muntinlupa City. 

“This is it… . We’re committing to each other,” Sotto said in a prewedding interview on “Eat 

Bulaga,” which had the exclusive rights to cover the event. “I found in Pauleen a kind heart. 

She’s a kind daughter to her parents, a kind friend and now, a kind wife.” 

The church, where Sotto is a parishioner, can accommodate some 250 guests, and was adorned 

with white flowers—orchids, tulips, carnations, peonies, according to wedding planner Rita Neri, 

who had worked closely with Luna for the past six months. 

Sotto and Luna, who confirmed their engagement in September 2015, donned creations by 

designer Francis Libiran. “I’m in love with my dress,” said the bride, whose parents, Eugenio 

and Chat, were by her side. 

The resplendent bride walked down the aisle as the groom’s niece, Ciara Sotto, sang “When I 

Fall in Love.” 

Typically reserved, Sotto was noticeably more emotional in his most recent television 

appearance, at times getting choked up and misty-eyed when talking about Luna. He had been 

trying not to think about the wedding too much, he confessed. But things began to sink in when 

he woke up the morning of the big day. 

“It’s surreal,” Sotto said, whose romance with Luna started and blossomed on “Eat Bulaga!” 

Addressing his bride, he said, “Thank you for loving me for who I am and what I am. I really 

appreciate that.” 

He added: “My gift to her is the promise of forever.” 

Luna, on the other hand, was admittedly nervous, especially since she was very hands-on with 

the wedding preparations. “We have been praying for this for quite a while. We went through a 

lot. I just feel blessed that I’m sharing this life with him,” said the actress, who said she “couldn’t 

wait to be [Sotto’s] wife.” 

 

Principal sponsors 

Leading the entourage were six pairs of principal sponsors, including “Eat Bulaga!” hosts Sen. 

Tito Sotto and Joey de Leon and the show’s producer Tony Tuviera. The best man was Vico 

Sotto, the groom’s son with former noontime cohost Coney Reyes. The maid and matron of 

honor were the bride’s best friend, Franchesca Que, and cohost Ruby Rodriguez, respectively. 

Among the bridesmaids and groomsmen were Miss Universe 2015 Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach, 

comic actors Wally Bayola, Jose Manalo, Paolo Ballesteros and Anjo Yllana, and Sotto’s 

brothers Val and Maru. 



Luna’s brother, Miguel Mario, and Sotto’s daughter with Angela Luz, Paulina, were candle 

sponsors. Sotto’s children with Dina Bonnevie, Oyo Boy (with wife Kristine Hermosa), and 

Danica (with husband Marc Pingris), were cord and veil sponsors, respectively. Child star Ryzza 

Mae Dizon was one of the flower girls. 

The reception was held at the nearby Filinvest Tent, with Bizu as caterer. 

 

Nasty intrigues 

The wedding capped a relationship mired in incessant and nasty intrigues, mostly stemming from 

the couple’s age gap. Some bashers even accused Luna of being a gold digger. Some of Sotto’s 

children, many of them older than Luna, expressed initial misgivings about the May-December 

romance. 

In those trying times, it was Rodriguez who became one of Luna’s shoulders to cry on. “There’s 

no such thing as an easy relationship. I always gave Pauleen advice,” the TV host told the 

Inquirer. “But I’m so proud [Vic and Pauleen] were able to weather the storm and stick it out.” 

She added: “Vic is a big star. He has box-office movies, big endorsements—everything he 

needed. But now that he’s with the perfect woman he will spend the rest of his life with, he’s 

now complete.” 

Aiza Seguerra, another “Eat Bulaga!” alumna, commended Luna for standing her ground. “A lot 

of things happened, but you chose to stay. A lot of things had been said about you, and yet you 

stayed,” the former child star said on “Eat Bulaga.” 

“Vic has spent much of his life making other people happy. He deserves to have someone who 

will make him happy,” Seguerra said. 

Wurtzbach, one of Luna’s closest friends and a fellow member of Star Magic Batch 11, said the 

bride “deserves all [this] happiness.” She added: “Everything fell into place at the right time. 

God is good. I’m happy to see her happily-ever-after moment.” 

In a previous interview, also on the long-running noontime program, Sotto turned emotional as 

he thanked his children for eventually giving him their blessing. “Thank you for all the support. I 

know it wasn’t easy to accept our decision, but I know that you love me and that you respect 

me,” he said. 

Luna was just as touched. “I want to thank everyone for this entire journey. I want to thank God, 

who gave me strength, humility and selflessness. Now I know God loves me.” 

 

Maldives honeymoon 

Among well-wishers, a piece of advice frequently came up: “Always put God at the center of 

your relationship.” 

Manalo, dressed as Lola Tinidora of “Kalyeserye,” said on “Eat Bulaga!”: “You’ve been through 

a lot, and you’ve fought your way through. There will be more hurdles, but always trust in God.” 

The newlyweds will honeymoon in the Maldives, and expect to move into their new house in 

Laguna province after a month. 



Do they plan to have a baby immediately? “I hope so,” Luna said on “Eat Bulaga.” But she 

won’t be quitting show biz, and would merely stop from doing taxing soap operas, she added. 

Sotto, in a previous interview with the Inquirer, said the baby will come “in God’s time.” 

“We’ll just wait. If we get blessed, then we’ll be thankful,” said Sotto, whose previous short-

term affairs with other women had convinced some folk that he would never settle down. 

“I just found the right woman at the right time … . Tamang panahon lang (It was just perfect 

timing),” he explained.(Allan Policarpio, Inquirer) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2015 Miss Universe Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach brings home the 

real $300K crown 
By Gina Villanueva 

Associate Editor 

 

Filipino-German Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach, 2015 Miss Universe came back home to the 

Philippines, January 23. She held a news conference on January 24; parade and courtesy calls to 

the Mayors of Quezon City and Manila on January 25, a courtesy call to Philippine Congress on 

January 26, and a courtesy call to Malacanang Palace (the Philippine President's official 

residence) on January 27. She stays in her home country until January 31. 

 

In her arrival statement, Wurtzbach said that she was happy to fulfill her promise to bring home 

the "real" crown, valued at $300,000.00 (PHP13.2M), after a 42-year drought in the international 

pageant, because she became only the third Filipina to win the crown, at the coronation night 

held in Las Vegas, on September 15, 2015. 

 

The two other Filipinas who won the Miss Universe title are Gloria Diaz (1969) and Margie 

Moran (1973). 

 

The crown's total weight is 411 grams. It has 33 natural translucent and colorless Bohemian 

crystals, cut, polished and metalized on the rear side to enhance light reflection; five large light 

blue topaz stones, symbolizing strength and loyalty, each weighing 18.6 karats; encrusted with 

311 small polished diamonds, weighing a total of 10.37 karats. The base consists of 18-karat 

white gold strip that is 2 cm tall, 0.5 thick weighing 220 grams. The case is made from the 

highest quality Italian leather. 

 

The Miss Universe Organization boasts that the crown "symbolizes and expresses the beauty, 

stability, confidence, and power of women, around the world," and 3,000 hours of labor were 

reportedly put into making the unique crown. 

 



The new crown replaced the "Peace" crown used by the pageant from 2009 to 2013, and will be 

the ninth crown used in the Miss Universe since 1952. 

The crown used in the first edition of Miss universe in 1952 was a crown which reportedly 

belonged to a Russian czar. The said priceless crown was encrusted with 1,529 diamonds. It was 

worn and modeled by the first Miss Universe Armi Kuusela from Finland, who, as Filipinos 

know, has also won for herself, a Filipino millionaire husband. She is now Armi Kuusela-

Hilario. 

The Philippines Daily Inquirer reports that DIC will be the maker of the new Miss Universe 

crown until 2024 following a 10-year contract with the Miss Universe Organization (MUO),  

signed in 2014. 

 

Hometown snubbed in itinerary? 

Wurtzbach's 'lost' hometown visit of Cagayan de Oro has stirred controversy for not being part of 

2015 Miss Universe's grand homecoming visit. 

 This was allegedly because of a postponement made by the City Tourism Council (CTC). 

At the same time, this was countered by the same CTC that allegedly did not want to be faulted. 

On the contrary, it negates reports by local media, that the CTC did not ask Binibining Pilipinas 

Charities, Inc. (BPCI)  headed by former internaional beauty queen, also married to a Filipino 

millionaire, Stella Marquez-Araneta, to let Wurtzbach skip the city on January 29, but to set the 

visit in April. 

 The BPCI is a nonstock, non-profit organization that oversees the Binibining Pilipinas beauty 

contest. 

 

Background 

Miss Philippines Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach was crowned Miss Universe 2015 in a most uncordial, 

unconventional way, as Steve Harvey mistakenly announced that Miss Colombia Ariadna 

Gutierrez as the winner, when she was actually the first runner-up. 

In what appeared to be some of the most awkward, embarrassingly unprofessional live TV ever 

seen, Miss Colombia's crown was removed, and placed, instead, on the head of Miss Philippines. 

With poise and grace, Pia, 26, accepted this surprise win, as the newly crowned Miss Universe 

2015. 

This true title-holder was born in Stuttgart, Germany to a late German father, and Filipino 

mother. She speaks German, Filipino, and English. 

Pia was a child star at age 11, under the stage name of Pia Romero; a TV and film actress, and 

model. 

She studied culinary arts at the Center for Asian Culinary Studies in Metro Manila, Philippines; 

worked as a cosmetics model, and is currently a stylist and writer for the Philippines Daily 

Inquirer. 

In a recent interview with the Philippines' Sun Star, she spoke about her shyness in school, 

because of her tallness in height, compared to everybody else. 



In the overall, her insecurity about her height led to her well-deserved crown for her beauty and 

talent, and has, in turn, brought yet another honor and prestige for her country.# 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Broken trust led to lawsuit 
Atty. Rico Campos Reyes, where are you? 

By Ed Libranda 

 

HOUSTON, Texas - Time has changed when old friends become adversaries. A Filipino doctor 

specialzing in internal medicine asked not to disclose her identity.  The Houston doctor filed a 

civil lawsuit with the  former Houston resident, Atty. Rico Campos Reyes,  a former Florida 

resident who used to work as a consul  with the Philippine Consulate General in Chicago, 

Illinois. Reyes moved to Houston in the mid 90s to continue his law practice. Reyes hails from 

Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental.. He is suspended from the practice of law in Florida and 

Texas. 

He divorced his first wife in Florida and after a couple of years, brought his second wife, a 

Filipina nurse from Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental, Philippines, to Houston, Texas. The 

couple settled in the Valley, but Reyes opted to stay in Houston for his law practice. The long 

distance relationship between Reyes and his second wife led to a divorce as well. Reyes failed to 

support his son by his second wife.. His problem over his financial woes started to haunt him. 

Over the years, Reyes has associated also with the likes of Atty. Richard Mirasol Chiu, a popular 

lawyer in the Houston and in Los Angeles areas. Chiu hails from Dumaguete City, Negros 

Oriental too. Both lawyers prospered in their individual law practice, but some years ago, Atty. 

Richard Chiu, who topped the bar in 1985 in the Philippines has suddenly disappearted without a 

trace.  

Reyes is well-liked in the Filipino community in Houston. He regularly attends the Thursday 

Club, whose members are mostly Filipino lawyers and businessmen, and meet every Thursday 

afternoon at a well-known restaurant in Southwest Houston.  

 

TRUST FUND CALLED IOLTA 

Lawyers are allowed to maintain a bank trust account, otherwise called INTEREST ON 

LAWYERS TRUST ACCOUNT (IOLTA).  

While there are many ways that trust accounts are mismanaged, there are three common mistakes 

lawyers make in managing their IOLTA accounts. 

(1) Borrowing money from the trust account. There is no legitimate way to borrow from a trust 

account. Sometimes attorneys use trust account funds before they have a right to do so, while in 

other situations they use funds that they would never acquire the right to use. Either approach 

opens the door for the lawyer to get into serious trouble 



(2) Co-mingling attorney funds with client money. A second major mistake in attorney trust 

account management involves co-mingling attorney funds with client money. This often arises 

out of a lack of understanding how a trust account is supposed to work. 

Some of the common ways attorneys commingle their money with client funds include, ONE 

CHECK FOR TWO PURPOSES.A lawyer tells the client that the legal fees will be $1,000 and 

the court filing fee will be $200, so the client writes the attorney a check for $1,200. Some 

attorneys will put the entire check into the business account because most the money is going to 

the lawyer anyway. However, bar association rules require that the check go into the trust 

account, even if the attorney is entitled to the full attorney's fee immediately, because the filing 

fee portion of that check has to be held in trust .PERSONAL FUNDS KEPT IN TRUST WITH 

CLIENT FUNDS. Some state bar associations prohibit attorneys from having any personal funds 

in a trust account, while others allow attorneys to keep a small amount in the account to cover 

expenses related to operating the account (though the recommended practice is to have all trust 

account fees deducted from the business account). But nowhere is an attorney allowed to use a 

trust account as an operating account, a savings account, or a place to hide assets. 

Sometimes lawyers simply fail to understand that they can't pay bills such as their office 

overhead expenses directly out of the trust account, even when the checks are being written out 

of funds that have already been earned. Other times attorneys intentionally misuse the trust 

account as a way to hide assets, lawyers put personal funds into the trust account to avoid an IRS 

levy for back taxes. This is an obvious ethics violation. 

(3). Failing to properly track client funds. The third major way that attorneys screw up their trust 

accounts is by failing to keep detailed records of each client's trust account transactions. 

http://law.about.com/bio/William-Pfeifer-78755.htmtransactions  

And now comes the case of this Filipino docto,r who has known Rico Reyes (according to his 

Facebook account, he is now known as Ricky Reyes), obviously, from friends since both are 

from the Southern part of the Philippines. On condition of anonymity, this doctor in a telephone 

interview (she finally called me back) and said that she is willing to tell her side of the story so 

the Filipino community would know and be informed of how she was deceived into believing 

that Reyes is a good friend, and willing to help her. 

Based on the court records filed by her lawyer, Atty.Brock Ackers, sometime in December 2011, 

the lady doctor retained the services of Atty. Reyes, a licensed attorney in the State of Texas. The 

family of the plaintiff has varied business interests in the Philippines. Reyes represented himself 

as having a continuing business interest and connections in the Philippines where he is a frequent 

traveler. 

Initially, the dealings between the lady doctor and Atty. Reyes went smoothly, but not until the 

time the Filipino doctor became concerned with the remainder of the funds when she inquired for 

the rremainder of the $400,000.00 Reyes kept in his trust account. Reyes was initially paid the 

attorney's fees of $10,000.00. 

At this instance the lady doctor was able to contact Reyes and he informed the doctor that he 

brought the money to the Philippines but had a hard time bringing it back to the United States. 

Reyes wrote several checks amounted to $100,000.00, thereafter requests for the remaining 

funds were ignored, according to court records. 



Frustrated over the difficulty recovering the remaining balance, the doctor retained the services 

of another lawyer to protect her interest. More demands were made and Atty. Reyes continued to 

ignore and avoid contact with the doctor and her counsel. 

Finally, the defendant Reyes, in a separate agreement to repay the remaining $200,000 for the 

plaintiff's forbearance, signed over by quit claim deed a parcel of property in the Philippines that 

he claims to have a value of over $600,000 with the understanding that when the money was 

repaid, the land would be transferred to Reyes. 

Reyes never made any effort to repay the remaining balance of $200,000 with the doctor and 

instead ignored and avoid contact with her. Finally, Reyes offered to deed over another parcel of 

property in the Philippines, as another collateral, and for the forbearance of a civil action against 

him. 

Reyes was given an extension of 90 days to finally settle the $200,000 he owes to the doctor, but 

again, Reyes breached the final agreement and the plaintiff came with the information that the 

land offered as a clollateral by Reyes is encumbered and has less value that was first offered. 

The Filipino doctor decided through her lawyer to file a civil action against Reyes on the 

following: (1). Breach of fiduciary duty. (2). Theft and conversion. (3). Fraud, and (4). 

Negligence. 

Reyes during the hearing of the civil case against him, never appeared in court to dispute all the 

charges against him, and thereafter, on May 8, Judge Particia J. Kerrigan of the 190th District 

Court of Harris County, Texas decided in favor of the lady doctor against Atty Rico Reyes who 

was found to have BREACHED HIS FIDUCIARY DUTY, BREACHED HIS CONTRACTUAL 

OBLIGATION, and COMMITTED THEFT and CONVERSION belonging to the plaintiff. The 

plaintiff is also entitled to reimbursement of her attorney's fees. 

The plaintiff has to recover the amount of $200,000 pluns interest amounting to $22,674.79 and 

attorney's fee of $50,000 from Reyes. She is entitled to post judgment interest on all of these 

sums at the rate of 5%. Reyes is nowhere to be found.  

A criminal case is being contemplated against Reyes by the lady doctor, who according to her in 

a telephone interview and in an email she has sent to the Philippine Sentinel, it is up to the 

District Attorney's Office to decide if there is a probable cause to indict Reyes. In the meantime, 

the question is...where are you now Atty. Rico Campos Reyes? 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Bangsamoro Basic Law dead under Aquino term 
By: Yashika F. Torib 

 

The Malacañang Palace has finally accepted that the fate of the Bangsamoro Basic Law (BBL) 

has reached its end under the Aquino Administration.  

 



It expressed hope, however, that the next administration will pursue the peace process with the 

Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF). 

 

“What we have started should be continued so that we will finally achieve the objective of the 

peace process,” Secretary Herminio “Sonny” Coloma Jr. of the Presidential Communications 

Operations Office said.  

 

Coloma made the statement to reporters after Senate President Franklin Drilon and House 

Speaker Feliciano Belmonte Jr. conceded that time is running out for Congress to pass the 

priority measure. 

 

Drilon expressed uncertainty over BBL’s passing as the Senate only has a few more days left 

before lawmakers adjourn the session this week for the long election campaign.  

 

The BBL needs to be ratified by Congress in order to be implemented as the governing law for 

the Bangsamoro region, which will replace the Autonomous Region in Muslim Midanao. Even if 

it is passed by the Congress, however, it still has to pass the Senate.  

 

Coloma remains positive that the peace process will not go back to zero even if it can no longer 

be passed before President Benigno Aquino III steps down in June 30.  

 

“The President will continue in convincing ever sector and stakeholders of society to give peace 

a chance,” Coloma said.  

 

The Palace official thinks it is incumbent upon the next administration to continue what 

President Aquino has started and capitalize on the ‘momentum for peace’, which the proposed 

legislation managed to build over the years. 

 

Under the Aquino administration, the Philippine government and the MILF signed two 

agreements – the Framework Agreement on the Bangsamoro and the Comprehensive Agreement 

on the Bangsamoro (CAB) that resulted to the drafting of the BBL. 

 

Long speeches of congressmen against the measure have taken much time, however, that 

prospects of its passage in the chamber are almost nil. 

 

Meanwhile, the Senate has prepared a different version of the measure and renamed it Basic Law 

for the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region. 

 



……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

EDITORIAL 
 

Certainly, most if not all of us have difference of opinion in most of the everyday humdrum 

wherever we are that makes us physically and mentally proactive as we go along the rudiments 

of our daily lives. 

 

If we take a serious second look at what is happening in our country, especially in Metro Manila, 

we can always surmise that the most talked about and the number one problem is always 

centered on the traffic that has engulfed not only EDSA's long entrenched highway (Old 

Highway 54) from Baclaran in Pasay City  to Monumento (Bonifacio Monument) in Caloocan, 

but also elsewhere in Metro Manila. 

 

Traffic in Metro Manila has affected the economy of the Philippines. The traffic, especially 

along EDSA, has caused motorists to waste time and cost of gasoline, that according to analysts, 

the amounted to billions of pesos in lost income. A motorist would normally spend about 2 hours 

navigating the long road going home. Add the cost of gasoline and maintenance that go to waste 

sitting in heavy traffic, do not seem to matter to the government. 

 

Comes the public relations machinery of Malacanang, especially DOTC Secretary Joseph Abaya, 

whose daily pronouncements, including the unending woes about MRTs own maintenance 

problems, do not appease the people doing their normal chores of life, that is driving from home 

to office and back, and those patronizing the MRT, whose initial operations years ago, they 

thought would solve the traffic condition along EDSA. It was not what it is today. 

 

So many innovative procedures that are being instituted by MMDA, especially along EDSA, it 

appears, that at the end the motorists become the losers in this remedial measures enforced by the 

thinktank of MMDA. The reason, according to a report by the Highway Patrol Group of the 

Philippine National Police, is the constant violations committed by motorists themselves. And 

so, as a whole, there is no discipline among motorists, not only along EDSA but in other areas of 

Metro Manila as well. 

 

DISCIPLINE 
 

Remember the battle cry of the Marcos administration, "Disiplina ang kailangan, upang umunlad 

ang atin bayan?" 

 

I can say with certainty that most of us followed to the letter the words plastered in most public 

walls and places of Metro Manila. People were seen walking along pedestrian lanes, if not, 

pedestrians will be ticketed and start his community work at Camp Crame or Camp Aguinaldo. I 

remember one Chinese drug dealer being shot by a firing squad at Fort Bonifacio. And the rest is 

history. 

 



Why can't the Aquino government look at how Lee Kwan Yew, the former honcho of Singapore 

transformed his country into what it is today? It is centered on DISCIPLINE. Letting people 

understand that there will always be a hefty penalty if you violate the rule of law. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

STRAIGHT TALK 
By Ed Libranda 

 

Philippine Community Center 
 

This idea of putting up a community center for the Filipinos of Houston, would naturally 

generate some words of displeasure of why I have to resucitate the long awaited dream of some 

of our community leaders. 

 

Some may say, this idea is just a rehash of my previous commentary about our Philippine 

Community Center. But is it for the good of us Filipinos that we can be proud of a home center 

for all the Filipinos here in Houston? 

 

I am reminded of the great effort of the late Atty. Juliet Ringer Awitan, whose tireless and 

unwavering desire to put up this project of having a center  for all of us, amidst the presence of 

the Japanese, Vietnamese, Chinese, Korean community centers, the Filipinos are still in the dark 

of how we can be successful in building the same structures as with the other asian groups. 

 

Atty. Awitan teamed up with the owner of Goldiluck Restaurant, serving as the headquarters of 

the group trying to raise funds for this project, have managed to stimulate some friends and 

organizations to support the project. 

 

As we all know, inspite of the brand new Mercedes Benz that was supposed to be raffled to the 

grand prize winner, came short of the target to put up our very own center. 

 

At the moment, nobody seems to be interested anymore in doing the same great stride in the likes 

of the late Norma Benzon and Atty. Juliet Awitan who were instrumental in such an outstanding 

work they have done to push this project. 

 

It is not yet late to gather these kind-hearted and patriotic leaders in our community to come up 

with a concerted effort to revive this monumental project. 

 

We would be equally happy to see the flag of our dear country, the Philippines towering over the 

structure we can call our own, the product of all our hard work, accomplishing what others have 

tried and failed. 

 

But it is not in the failure of others we can find success, but the failure of these great people 

remind us that those who tried and failed would only show us that to lose hope is just the end of 

our dreams. I remember the big sign beside the Santa Cruz Church during the mid 60s, the 



famous sweepstake dealer Manuel Uy would say, "Ang nagwawagi ay hindi umaayaw, ang 

umaayaw ay hindi nagwawagi.". 

 

No guts, no glory as I remember the old adage. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

How Gilas lost the gold to China in FIBA Asia   

 
MANILA, Philippines – While many Filipino basketball fans blame the referees for Gilas 

Pilipinas' loss to China in the finals of the 2015 FIBA Asia Championship, Basketball 

breakdown’s Coach Nick analyzed the game that led the host team to the crown and the lone 

ticket to 2016 Rio Olympics that came with it. 

 

The YouTube channel that is dedicated to basketball fundamentals explained how Gilas' offense 

and defense were neutralized by the “bigger and better athletes” of China. 

 

Coach Nick scrutinized the zone defense of the Philippines and exploited the disadvantage of the 

play when the opposing squad is much taller and quicker. 

 

READ: The road to basketball's world stage is about learning 

He also pointed out some of the non-calls by the referees for Gilas while also stressing that 

China was also a victim in some plays. 

 

“The bottom line is without the proper discipline and underlying fundamentals being played on 

both offense and defense, you ain't gonna win the game with when the team is better,” coach 

Nick said. 

 

Sportshub ( Article MRec ), pagematch: 1, sectionmatch: 1  

“Let's face it, China had much bigger and better athletes and they (Gilas) had to play a lot better 

as a team to overcome that,” he added. 

 

Most Filipinos felt that the national team was cheated, from the scheduling of the games, the 

uncharged electronic bus supposed to take the team to the venue, unavailable tickets for the 

assistant coaches to the bad officiating. 

 

In the end, Gilas settled for another silver medal finish in two consecutive seasons. 

 

Despite the loss, Philippines has still a chance to make it to the Olympics via the wildcard games 

scheduled this year.(By aJ Bolando, Philstar Sports) 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 



Tourism 

Sablayan, Occidental Mindoro  

The Philippines’ Best Kept Secret Eco-Tourism Destination 
By Randy V. Urlanda 

Manila Bureau Chief Correspondent 

 

Mention the name Sablayan to a Mindoreno and it conjures an image of something vast, while to 

ancient Mangyans, sablay (where the name of the town originated) means a convergence point of 

waves from the north and the south. 

 

With a total land area of 2,188.80 square kilometers, Sablayan is the largest municipality in the 

Philippines with its 76,000 inhabitants living in just a fraction of the town three times the size of 

Cavite. Now, this picturesque coastal town on the west coast of the island of Mindoro is known 

for its hefty, lucrative marine resource—the yellow fin tuna caught in its municipal waters—

which are exported to sashimi lovers in Europe. 

 

Sablayan, which faces the Mindoro Strait that opens out to the West Philippine Sea, is now the 

new “tuna highway,” which starts from the Sulu Sea in the south up to the Ilocos Region in the 

north, is now teeming with this torpedo-shape fish. This pristine channel is where the “second 

biggest coral reef in the world—the Apo Reef that encompasses 15,792 hectares, is found. 

 

The 274.69-square kilometer Apo Reef, which lies 28 kilometers off Sablayan, is the world’s 

second largest contiguous coral reef system after Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. The reef and its 

surrounding waters, where 385 species of colorful marine fishes live, including yellow fin tuna, 

sharks, stingrays and thousands of other fishes, are protected areas and are officially called the 

Apo Reef Natural Park. 

 

So, if there is one dive site which is frequently visited by both foreign and local divers who go to 

the laid-back province of Occidental Mindoro, it is none other than the Apo Reef Natural Park. 

 

But, closer to town is the equally famous tourist destination, the 12-hectare Pandan Island 

Resort, only twenty minutes by boat from the municipal port. This tropical paradise was 

“discovered” by a French beachcomber who established it as a resort in 1986. Now, this island 

retreat, which is a favorite holiday destination among Europeans, has been voted time and again 

as one of the top resorts in the country, not in terms of luxury but for its pristine quality of life 

and the Sablayanons’ unique brand of hospitality. 

 

To add more excitement to holidaymakers, the local government built last year the first “cross-

sea zip wire in the Philippines,” a 1,500-meter zip line that goes across the ocean. The line starts 

at the ridge of Parola, a five-hectare park overlooking the sea where an ancient parola 

(lighthouse) stands, down to Pandan Pequeno Island beside the island resort. 

 

To steady those sea legs from too much diving and swimming, the best place to visit in the 

mainland is the Sablayan Prison and Penal Farm complex at the edge of town. With a land area 

of 16,190 hectares that covers within its walls a forested mountain range that is home to exotic 



birds endemic to Mindoro and, a 24-hectare lake Libuao named after the white lotus that grow 

abundantly on its surface. 

 

But, don’t be scared of the inmates—they are probably the most peace-loving people on the 

island and it is said that climbing across its tall barbed wire walls is the farthest thing in the 

prisoners’ mind. With well-manicured lawns and gardens hemming cream-colored buildings, 

first-time visitors think they have strayed into a state university campus. In this self-sustained 

penal farm, prisoners grow their own rice, vegetables and fish from the Libuao Lake, a favorite 

resting place for wild ducks whose cackles reverberate in the woodland in the distance. In an 

area beside the forest where Mindoro’s rara aves inhabit, foreign bird lovers are allowed two at a 

time to stay overnight in a green bungalow with Spartan amenities to watch the birds a hundred 

meters away inside the fenced-in forest. 

 

Sablayan’s big tourism potentials remain relatively untapped and some foreigners claim that it is 

the Philippines’ best kept secret destination. Well, maybe not for long. 

 

How to get there: By Cebu Pacific plane from Manila to San Jose, then take the three-hour trip 

on board a minivan or bus to Sablayan. For those on a shoestring budget, they can take a bus in 

Pasay bound for the Batangas port and take a three-hour voyage on board a ro-ro ferry bound for 

Abra de Ilog, the gateway to Occidental Mindoro. From the pier buses and minivans bound for 

San Jose are aplenty. Tell the conductor you are bound for Sablayan and you will get there in 

three hours time. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Community News 
 

Announcements 

 

2016 Presidential Awards for Filipino Individuals and 

Organizations Overseas 

 
WASHINGTON D.C. -The Philippine Embassy wishes to inform the Filipino communities in its 

jurisdiction that it is now accepting nominations for the 2016 Presidential Awards for Filipino 

Individuals and Organizations Overseas. 

The Presidential Awards are being organized by the Commission on Filipinos Overseas (CFO) in 

partnership with the Philippine Embassies and Consulates General around the world to recognize 

the exemplary achievements and significant role of overseas Filipinos in national development. 

AWARD CATEGORIES 

There are four categories of awards to be conferred on Filipino individuals and organizations 

overseas: 



1. LINGKOD SA KAPWA PILIPINO (LINKAPIL) AWARD 

This award is conferred on Filipino individuals or organizations for their exceptional or 

significant contribution to reconstruction, progress and development in the Philippines. 

2. BANAAG AWARD 

This award is conferred on Filipino individuals or organizations for their significant contribution 

to advance the cause or promote the interests of overseas Filipino communities. 

3. KAANIB NG BAYAN AWARD 

This award is conferred on foreign individuals or organizations for their exceptional or 

significant contribution to Philippine reconstruction, progress and development, or to advance 

the cause or promote the interests of overseas Filipino communities. 

4. PAMANA NG PILIPINO AWARD 

This award is conferred on Filipinos overseas, who, in exemplifying the talent and industry of 

the Filipino, have brought the country honor and recognition through excellence and distinction 

in the pursuit of their work or profession. 

DEADLINE 

Nominations must be submitted through the Philippine Embassy in Washington, D.C. on or 

before Friday, 06 May 2016. Non-submission of required documents may be a cause for 

disqualification of the nominee. 

AWARDING CEREMONY 

The Awards Ceremonies will be held in December 2016 at Malacañan Palace, Manila. 

APPLICATION FORM 

The Application Form and the Award Primer can be downloaded here.  

http://www.philippinesusa.info/uploads/CFO%20Presidential%20Awards%202016.pdf 

 

Operating a Charitable Institution in the Philippines  

The Philippine Consulate General in Chicago would like to inform organizations/groups/persons 

interested in operating charitable institutions in the Philippines about several regulations as 

required by the Philippine Department of Social Welfare and Development or DSWD. 

 

Any interested donor who desires to set up a charitable institution must first register with the 

Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission or SEC either in its main office at Ortigas 

corner EDSA, Pasig City or at its SEC Branch Office near the area where the charitable 

organization will be established. 

 

Applications for registration with SEC are then forwarded to the Standards Bureau of the 

Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) or the DSWD Field Office for 

evaluation of the purposes of the institution and assessment of the merit of its programs and 

projects. 

 

uploads/CFO%20Presidential%20Awards%202016.pdf
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If the entity’s Articles of Incorporation, objectives, programs and services are within the purview 

of social welfare and do not violate existing policies, the DSWD Standards Bureau or the DSWD 

Field Office will favorably endorse the application to the SEC and to DSWD for a license. 

Otherwise, it will suggest a review or revision or refer the application to appropriate agencies. 

 

The institution will also file an application with the DSWD in order to be credited as a social 

welfare and development (SWD) agency by submitting an information sheet and a certified true 

copy of the SEC Registration with Articles of Incorporation and Constitution and by-Laws. 

DSWD will then conduct its assessment and issue corresponding Certificate of Registration 

usually within 2-3 working days. If the institution is considered as a social work agency, it is 

required to proceed with the licensing and accreditation assessment within one year after the date 

of registration. 

 

For more information, interested parties may contact the DSWD Standards Bureau at telephone 

no. (632) 931-3181 or (632) 951-7125 or send an e-mail to srb@dswd.gov.ph. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

Immigration 

The Philippines' Culture of MigrationBy Maruja M.B. Asis, 

Migration Policy Institute (MPI) 
 

Since the 1970s, the Philippines — a country of about 7,000 islands peopled by diverse ethno-

linguistic groups — has supplied all kinds of skilled and low-skilled workers to the world's more 

developed regions. As of December 2004, an estimated 8.1 million Filipinos — nearly 10 

percent of the country's 85 million people — were working and/or residing in close to 200 

countries and territories. 

Although the Philippines is largely a country of emigration, it also attracts some foreigners to its 

shores. Traditionally, the foreign population in the Philippines consists of people of Chinese 

origin (some 80 percent of overseas Chinese are in Southeast Asia) and some people of Indian 

origin who came to settle in the country years ago. 

Presently, there are 36,150 foreign nationals working and residing in the Philippines. The inflows 

of foreigners to the country, as well as concerns for unauthorized migration and the use of the 

Philippines as a transit point for other destinations, point to a reality in this age of migration: that 

countries can no longer be neatly and exclusively classified as countries of origin, transit, or 

destination. 

Much of the country's attention and policies, though, are focused on emigration. A film released 

in June 2005, La Visa Loca, captures an ordinary Filipino's feverish quest for a U.S. visa, the 

perceived ticket to a better life. In reality, the quest for a visa is not limited to the United States. 

Other promised lands in different regions — the Middle East, Asia, Europe, Africa, and Oceania 

— have become the objects of Filipino dreams. 

mailto:srb@dswd.gov.ph


In the last 30 years, a "culture of migration" has emerged, with millions of Filipinos eager to 

work abroad, despite the risks and vulnerabilities they are likely to face. A nationwide survey of 

1,200 adult respondents in 2002 found one in five Filipinos expressing a desire to migrate. 

More recent surveys carried out by Pulse Asia in 2005 found an increasing percentage of adult 

respondents — 26 percent in July and 33 percent in October — agreeing with the statement, "If it 

were only possible, I would migrate to another country and live there." Interest in leaving the 

country is not limited to adults. In a nationwide survey in 2003 of children ages 10 to 12, 47 

percent reported that they wished to work abroad someday. Sixty percent of children of overseas 

foreign workers said they had plans to work abroad. 

The development of a culture of migration in the Philippines has been greatly aided by 

migration's institutionalization. The government facilitates migration, regulates the operations of 

the recruitment agencies, and looks out for the rights of its migrant workers. More importantly, 

the remittances workers send home have become a pillar of the country's economy. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Special Report 

Blood on Soil by Those Who Toil: 

29 Years of Black Thursday  
By: RIDERGIRL Manila 

 

Just last January 22, 2016 marked the 29
th

 Anniversary of the gruesome Mendiola Massacre 

where 13 farmers were killed in cold-blood, many wounded and traumatized when they were 

dispersed by anti-riot forces including the marines, their armalites and tanks in their attempt to 

reach the Malacañang Palace that Thursday in January 22, 1987, just a year after the People 

Power Revolution. 

 

The farming sector as represented then by the Kilusang Magbubukid ng Pilipinas (Filipino, 

"Peasants' Movement of the Philippines") led by Jaime Tadeo was asking the Cory Aquino 

Government for genuine Agrarian Reform, to include the distribution of promised lands to the 

farmers. 

 

In the news last week at the day of the actual anniversary, it was just a date to remember and to 

empathize to.  But there is no new news 29 years later that somehow, the dead, the injured and 

the traumatized farmers was already given a semblance of hope for justice. 

 

 

 

 



SHORT BACKGROUNDER: 

 

After the Cory Cojuanco – Ninoy Aquino wedding, two most powerful, political clans in Tarlac 

became one.  The Tabacalera Spanish Company sold the Tarlac Azucarera to Cory’s father 

through the intervention of then President Ramon Magsaysay as he was the Godfather of Cory 

and Ninoy through marriage.  The Philippine Government granted loans to the Cojuanco Family 

to purchase the Azucarera under two conditions.  The first condition was for the Cojuancos to 

buy the Azucarera and its surrounding farmlands known as Hacienda Luisita and two, when the 

time comes, after 10 years, the Hacienda Luisita farmlands must be given to the small farmers in 

a Board Resolution of the Central Bank and a couple of Board Resolutions of the GSIS in 1957.  

After 10 years, this promise had not been met.  And another 11 years even with the endless 

follow up by the Marcos Regime (by the Agrarian Reform, Central Bank and the Land Reform) 

until the Conjuancos were sued by the Marcos Government.  Unfortunately, when Cory Aquino 

became President, she scrapped the case.  Since the first 10 years after of withholding the right of 

the farmers and sugar planters to these lands, these farmers now formed a union for the purpose 

of dialogue and to lay claim to this legal right. 

 

Fast forward to 1987, a year after Cory Aquino became President, the Mendiola Massacre where 

there was 13 farmers died, 29 suffered from gun-shot wounds and 12 injured. 

 

Last week, the 29
th

 Anniversary of the Mendiola Massacre the status never changed.  Land has 

still not been given to the farmers and until now, justice has not prevailed yet with regards to the 

massacre. 

 

Photojournalist Ramon Hormillo, then in ’87, a budding photojournalist who wanted to have his 

big break in publication got what he asked for that day.  “That moment, I have captured history 

at its most gruesome aspect” … he said in a tone that looks like it was just from yesterday, not 

29 years ago. 

 

No written words can convey pain, fear, despair, disgust and hopelessness in-depth.   

 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


